
Higgledy-Piggledy 
By Wendy Wright 

Salty Ink 
Chapter Three

 Salt. You can smell it. You can taste it. You feel as if you're wearing it. 
It's in everything, this salty mist that dampens the air. It's a mist that coats 
one's fur, curls one's whiskers, and softens one's bones. In addition to all 
this salt and mist, the ocean clouds are purposefully panting as well, these 
mischievous clouds alive with prankster play. 
 Detective Dilbert wipes the sting from the corner of his eyes. It's an 
itchy, burning sting holding fistfuls wind and salt. Ocean winds are pushing 
themselves into the crowd, knocking things around and whipping out the 
moisture in skin and eyes. This wind isn't blowing; it's cackling. It's yanking 
Dilbert's long ears behind his head, nearly tying them into knots. It's like the 
clouds are laughing at their own joke, the one where they blow everyone's 
hair away from their faces, making them appear bald.
 Everyone's chubby cheeks and high, shiny forehead remind Dilbert of the 
massive pumpkins grown at the farm. Dilbert would smirk if the wind 
weren't messing with his own face right now. 
 He takes a big breath, one that unties the strain in his muscles and 
straightens the line of his spine.Thank heavens he’s finally out of that car. 
Isie’s been smooshed up against him with her arms around his neck almost 
the whole time they’ve been on the road. It was bad enough having to 
sleep on her perfumy bedroom carpet last night. How he longed for the 
earthy, barnyard scent of his own bed. But he knew being stuck with Isie all 
night long had been his own fault. He shouldn’t have howled to get out of 
the laundry room like that. The laundry room wasn’t such a bad place to 
sleep—better than being yanked into Isie’s room in the middle of the night. 
He took comfort in that he had finally laid down the law with the girl. There 
was no way he was going to let her put those pajamas on him like that. His 
claws still ache from the tug-a-war they had. Dug them into the carpet so 
deep, he can still feel a thread of carpet wedged under a claw. 
 Now, this Isie-girl-creature is tugging on his leash; Dilbert tugs back—
just enough to break free and scramble over to Mr. Fieldjoy, who has his 
hands full of luggage but manages to grab Dilbert’s leash anyway. The 
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hound dog detective tries to comfort himself: luggage means they’re 
leaving Isie and her parents and going back home. Three days and nights 
watching the Fieldjoys gush over people they hardly ever see is three times 
plenty enough. Going home, it's a phrase that sounds the way a barbecued 
hot dog tastes—which is good, really good. Why they must currently fill 
their lungs with all this salt is beyond Dilbert. 
 If you want salt, just eat a hot dog, Dilbert thinks.
 “Looks like we’re early, not many other passengers here yet,” Mrs. 
Fieldjoy shouts, trying to get past the cottony clouds shoved in everyone’s 
ears.
 A cloud takes this shout as a challenge and hurls a savory gust at 
them; it braids Dilbert’s long ears together behind his head. 
 Mr. Fieldjoy reaches down and detangles the dog’s ears as he 
speaks, “Look at that beauty,” he says. 
 Dilbert looks up at him; is he just now noticing how beautiful his long, 
hound dog ears are? He sees Mr. Fieldjoy’s face. It looks different, kinda 
tight and smooth, which is weird ‘cause this salty air does just the opposite 
to Dilbert. His hound dog rolls of skin feel bouncier. If anything, he’s got 
more hound dog curls of skin than usual. And Mr. Fieldjoy’s eyes look weird 
too, kinda stuck on something. So does Mrs. Fieldjoy. Following their line of 
gaze, Dilbert sees what they’re looking at: a huge ship, a majestic vessel 
with a hull that's more than four stories high. It's so big, so beautiful, so 
burly-looking that it seems creepy, like its a bullish tractor aiming to roll over 
your toes. To be truthful, it's so soooo that it adds a heavy weight to the air, 
a bladed texture, a sensation you might feel if there were such things as 
pirate ghosts hiding on its deck.  Its 35 sails crackle in the wind like rifle 
shots. Red and black flags are tied to the sail’s masts. The angry flags slap 
the wind. 
 "Again, why are we here?" Dilbert whines. 
 He whines, but no one hears. And even if they did, they wouldn't 
understand what he's saying. Dilbert loves the Fieldjoys, no question. And 
yet, he can't help but think— they're a little slow in the language 
department—if you ask him. But, of course, you wouldn't. You wouldn't ask 
him and that's because you probably don't know his language either. This is 
a thought that does a wobbly spin and skip inside Dilbert's gut. All the 
animals think it, sometimes, for just a second, at least a second—
sometimes humans are a bit of bother.
 Mrs. Fieldjoy looks down at a brochure she's holding. “Says here that 
the ship is designed like an old Spanish galleon, the kind pirates once 
used.” 
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 Everyone smiles and nods with a kind of magnetized expression. Not 
Dilbert… 
Pirates! she said the word pirates. Dilbert's jaws harden. He knew the ship 
had a hooked-arm kind of fright to it, a sharp feeling similar to the time Mr. 
Fieldjoy turned on the kitchen light and the lightbulb exploded. 
 OK. I'm sure it isn't necessary to say, but Dilbert's been pestering me 
to tell you: it's definitely the ship giving out the creeps; it's not Mrs. 
Fieldjoy's reading. He’s used to Mrs. Fieldjoy reading stuff. Whenever they 
take him for a drive, she’s always reading to them, stuff like how the library 
was built in 1902, or how the biggest veggie hot dog recorded was 
barbecued in their town of Shadygrove. 
 Hmmm… Hot dog. That makes Dilbert think of Oscar Meyer hot dogs, 
which makes Dilbert remember Thester, which reminds him of Thester's 
sad face when he left.  Dilbert stares at his paws and the gritty, sandy deck 
beneath them.
 It’s OK, he tells himself. We’ll be home soon, he thinks looking at the 
luggage the Fieldjoys are holding. He's got a shrewd ability to connect the 
clues: luggage = travel, and since they are already on a trip, the luggage 
must currently = going home. He inhales and lets the wind erase Thester's 
sad expression from his mind.
 “There’s twelve cannons protruding from each side,” Mrs. Fieldjoy 
adds.
 They all stare at the cannons poking out the ship's side. All of them. 
Everyone. They're all staring. And yet, no one else seems to see that one 
cannon is moving. Of course, it's the one cannon barrel Dilbert's staring 
into. It inches a sneaky tidbit left, then a cloud's hair right. And then, the 
cannon's tunnel-face stops. It stops when it's aimed directly at Dilbert. 
 "Isn't anyone else seeing this?" Dilbert yips, looking up at the 
Fieldjoys. They're smiling. 
 Apparently not, Dilbert realizes and crunches his teeth together. He's 
got a cannon in his face, and they're smiling; it's enough to make a hound 
dog's eyelids too heavy for his head. Dilbert sinks lower.
  “Look at all those fancy parts,” Isie squeals.

Dilbert's heavy eyelids do not hinder his ability to roll his eyes. He 
mentally yips her words back to her, his inner tone high and yappy: Look at 
all those fancy parts, fancy parts—pshsh. What a silly thing to say. I’ll show 
you some fancy parts, Dilbert thinks, picturing the handcuffs he's hidden in 
his doggy bag before leaving for home.
 “Yea, look how the different fancy parts don’t even match,” Mr. 
Fieldjoy notices.
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 Yea Isie, they don’t even match, Dilbert continues his mental yapping, 
same way your peewee brain doesn’t match that big head of yours. His 
attitude is similar to the shrivel of a prune. He glares at Isie.
 Mrs. Fieldjoy pours over the brochure, looking for the answer. “Ah-ha! 
The reason the pirate ship has so many mismatched parts is because 
pirates stole pieces from different ships and added them to theirs.”
 Dilbert jumps upward like a pop-up book. "Woof! Woof!" This is a  
Dilbert exclamation meaning: Stolen goods? Finally, a crime! The news 
makes his nostrils flare. 

***************************************************** 

 “Uh, you’ve got that wrong, Narrator.”
 Dilbert?
 “Indeed.”
 We agreed that you would speak your mind in the prologue. You are 
not to speak during the narrator’s part.
 “A fact is a fact. And that is a fact. But here is another—my nostrils do 
not flare.”
 Is that so?
 “Indeed. The word crime triggers my built-in radar system which then 
activates my whiskers. They automatically probe the immediate area for 
criminals.”
 No nostril flaring then? And don’t say indeed.
 “Assuredly.”
 Hmmm… Speaking of nostrils, I believe you could use a tissue.
 “I am fine, thank you.”
 Are you sure? I think I see a noodle escaping your brain.
 “Not physically possible.” 
 I see. 
 “However, if you will pardon me, I think I will procure a tissue. Please 
refrain from diverting from the truth while I am gone.”
 What?
 “Stick to the facts.”
 Uhhuh. Indeed.  

***************************************************** 

 OK, where were we? Ah yes—the Fieldjoys’ discussion of the ship 
and its stolen parts is suddenly cut short when a large crowd of people 
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flood the dock. Eager passengers who are swamped with suitcases and 
expensive-looking cameras have engulfed the boarding area. All at once, 
Detective Dilbert’s radar warning system—note: I did not say his nostril 
flaring system—alerts the hound dog of nearby danger. His whiskers begin 
twitching and twirling, the tips are bending and probing to pick up the scent. 
No one suspects anything; they just think the wind is blowing his whiskers. 
He inhales deeply, and soon danger’s stinky smell activates his inner 
printing system. As always, the readout of what he’s smelling prints across 
his eyeballs: T-R-O-U-B-L-E. 
 The detective’s tail stiffens. He looks around. Something is wrong, 
has to be; his readout’s never printed that word before. Dilbert takes 
another big sniff. Letters begin clicking away: s-a-l-t… s-w-e-a-t… s-u-n-s-
c-r-e-e-n… s-e-l-f-i-s-h-n-e-s-s… g-l-u-p-e-t--8,;”{ fjzl@#. 
 Strange. Really strange. Dilbert’s printout has never malfunctioned 
like that. He scans the passengers who are waiting next to him: two people 
in flowy, curtain-like outfits, a mother and her son who has chocolate sauce 
smeared on his face and a corn dog in his hand, a really skinny tall guy and 
another shorter man who with their fancy suits and sunglasses looks like 
they work for the FBI or something; one of the men is clutching an 
important looking white case. 
 Hmmm… Dilbert needs more information; he’s got to unjam his 
printer. He gives his head a shake. And when he does, his ears whip 
around like a girl’s long braids—dangerous things, those braids, really hurts 
when you’re whacked in the face with those. Dilbert’s ears do no less; they 
whip and whack a lady standing next to him—a lady that’s… hmmm.… how 
to say… a very “special” lady. The lady’s dressed in a billowy, sack-like 
dress. She’s sprouting long, twisted ropey hair that reminds Dilbert of the 
yellow, fluffy, silky strands that top the corn plants back home, or maybe her 
hair is best described as Mrs. Fieldjoy’s string mop after she’s twisted the 
strings together to squeeze the water out. However you describe it, that 
hairdo of hers types the word strange across Dilbert’s braincells. Dilbert 
absorbs another eyeball-full of the lady and notices that she looks like she’s 
been in a rubber stamping war. 
 Kinda looks like the wrapping paper Mrs. Fieldjoy used to make with 
all her big rubber stamps, Dilbert thinks, staring at the ink drawings on her 
arm.
  And then, the lady turns her head, and Dilbert notices her eyebrow. 
What kind of person puts their earring in their eyebrow? And to make 
everything doubly weird, the lady’s got an identical twin right beside her; 
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well, identical from the back—same billowy outfit, same long ropey hairdo, 
same rubber-stamped skin. 
 In a matter of seconds, without more than a few ounces of evidence, 
Dilbert's able to detect the “offness” of these people. 
 So, do you remember how I told you that Dilbert gives his head a 
vigorous shake to de-jam his inner printing system? Well, when he does, 
his long ears strike the weird lady next to him, making her jolt. Suddenly a 
puffy, little white head pops out of her handbag. 
 “Yap, yap, yap, yap… ” the mophead tries to bark through its furry 
curls that swirl in the sea breeze. Dilbert may be a professional detective, 
but how a tiny thing like that could even be classified as a dog, Dilbert has 
no hounding idea. The fuzz head is so wimpy that its whole body wobbles 
with each yap it manages to force out of its teeny mouth; little fuzzy hairs 
shake loose every time it does. 
 Struggling to look tough, it bares its pinhead fangs at Dilbert. Problem 
is, it looks more like a wad of dryer lint with teeth than a threatening dog.
 So there’s the T-R-O-U-B-L-E he had smelled. That stupid, fluffy fur of 
his is what probably jammed his printer. 
 "Woof!" Dilbert responds— which in hound language means, “I’ve got 
my eye on you, lint brain!”
 The weird lady’s girlfriend hears Dilbert’s woof and turns.
 Aaay! The lady’s got a beard! Weird, bizarre, and definitely strange, 
Dilbert thinks and gives another woof—although this time it comes out a 
little shaky. I’m gonna keep a watch on these trouble-makers, Dilbert’s eyes 
widen as he thinks the words.
 “Atlas! Are you alright, Sweetie?” the bearded lady says in a deep, 
gravely voice, fawning over the poodle.
 Arrerrerr… Dilbert utters a strange crooning, sing-songy sound and 
then glares at the powder puff of a dog; it’s Dilbert’s way of making fun. 
Atlas knows precisely what Dilbert has said.
 Yap! Yap! the poodle returns—which is to say—“The name’s Atlas—
not fatless!”
 Being quite proud of his fatty rolls of skin, Dilbert thinks he’s just 
given quite the insult. 
 “Sorry, Sir,” Mr. Fieldjoy apologizes to the bearded rubber-stamped 
person.
 Sir? Dilbert wonders.
 “No problem. Our Atlas has quite a yap of his own,” the bearded, ink-
covered person says.
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 Pshsh… Atlas? As in the muscular Greek god who holds the world on 
his shoulders? Dilbert thinks. (He’s seen Isie reading about it all in her 
history book.) What a joke! Who would name this puny little mutt Atlas? 
Women with ropey, long hair who wear earrings on their eyebrows and 
beards on their faces—that’s who. And how could a wimpy pup like this 
activate his inner printer? The poofy cloud-head is barely there, But just in 
case, Dilbert gives a deep, sudden, and loud "WOOF!" 
 The boom of Dilbert’s voice makes everyone jump. A mom knocks 
her child with her suitcase. This jolts the child, which causes the corn dog 
he’s holding to slip from the little boy’s hand. Well now, this gives Dilbert 
ample opportunity to display his skill to Atlas. Back home Dilbert has a 
reputation for his eating abilities—why, he’s gotten so good lately he can 
snatch one of the Fieldjoys’ veggie hot dogs right off the grill and swallow it 
whole. Dilbert swoops his snout under the corn dog while it’s still in midair; 
he knocks that yum-baby up into the sky as if it were a volleyball. 
Positioning himself under the now descending corn dog, Dilbert opens his 
mouth wide. But just when the corn dog is ready to land, the little boy next 
to him interferes with the plan.
 “Hey,” the boy whines and pushes Dilbert’s side.
 Dilbert is knocked off course. And instead of his mouth making 
contact with the corn dog, the tip of his snout does. The corn dog is flung 
through the air and lands right in the beardless lady’s purse. Down goes 
the poofy-haired dog into the purse. Seconds later the puff face bounces 
back up, places its little paws on the purse’s edge, and spits out the corn 
dog’s stick. It’s tiny black eyes are sparkling. “Ruff!” it nearly chirps at 
Dilbert, and then its tiny pink tongue emerges, which is poodle body 
language for “You’re my friend.” 
 Give me a break, Dilbert thinks, rolling his big eyes. The last thing I 
need is some midget dog following me around.
 The bearded lady and the earring-in-the-eyebrow, purse lady both 
smile at Dilbert and then at the Fieldjoys. The Fieldjoys smile back, but 
Dilbert notices that they feel kinda uncomfortable when they do.
 “Sorry,” Mr. Fieldjoy says to the weird people and then to the 
corndogless child, tightening his grip on Dilbert’s leash and pulling his dog 
closer to him.
 The boy continues pouting, but the weird people give another smile.
 Yep, just as I thought, Dilbert thinks when he sees their bright, white 
teeth. He’s never trusted anyone with white teeth like that—Isie has white 
teeth. The Fieldjoys’ teeth are a lovely pale yellow.
 Yap! Yap! Atlas tries getting Dilbert’s attention again.
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 You gotta be blunt sometimes—clearly let others know where they 
stand with you, Dilbert reminds himself. 
 This is a philosophy that’s got the bothersomes out of Dilbert’s life 
before. Dilbert shakes his head “No” at the fuzz ball dog, giving him a big, 
fat, keep-clear signal. He swings his long, floppy ears back and forth for 
emphasis. Unfortunately—later Dilbert will think it fortunate—just as he 
whirls his ears side to side, the suited passenger with the white case steps 
closer to Dilbert. Dilbert’s ears whack the large, white case in the man’s 
hands.
 “Watch it,” the man snaps and pulls his case into a protective hugging 
position while trying to push Dilbert away with the side of his foot. The fuzz 
face poodle is watching the entire episode. Strangely enough, as the suited 
man moves his case closer to his chest, Dilbert’s whiskers are also pulled 
forward. Dilbert eyes the case. The man frowns. Dilbert steps toward the 
case. The man’s eyes become cold, polished knives while his lips curl 
upward into a smile.
  Confusing—cold eyes, warm smile. The man’s like that piece of 
sweet and sour candy Dilbert once tasted. 
 Maybe his eyes aren’t really cold; maybe they’re just serious, 
detective-style eyes. 
 Dilbert determines that the next time he gets the chance, he’ll analyze 
his own eyes in a mirror. Detective Dilbert decides to focus on the man’s 
warm smile and aims his hounding snout at his white case.
 But just when Dilbert is about to take a good sniff, Mr. Fieldjoy says 
something quite alarming: “Well Isie, pretty soon I’ll hand Dilbert’s leash 
over to you. Do you remember the list of tasks we went over?”
 “Definitely,” Isie responds.
 “Take good care of our pal while we’re gone,” Mrs. Fieldjoy adds as 
she reaches down to pat Dilbert on the head.
 Dilbert is stunned, stupefied, and dumbfounded. What?! I’m not going 
too? Don’t leave me here with Isie. Dilbert pants clouds of stress.
 “Don’t worry, Grandma,” Isie nearly sings. “I have a whole schedule 
worked out for him. We’re going to have tea parties and fashion shows,” 
she shines with happiness as she speaks; Dilbert feels like he’s just 
swallowed a bottle of flea shampoo.
 “Nooo, I have to go with you: I have to protect you,” Dilbert whimpers.
 Everyone just kind of chuckles at Dilbert’s whining. Isie pats his head. 
Why does everyone think it’s cute when he talks? He’s not a toy dog in 
Isie’s dollhouse. They’re not taking him seriously, and there’s just one way 
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to take care of that. He really gives it to them: “H-OOO-W-L!” He’s a 
boulder of salt that’s dissolving in tears.
 Strangely enough, it’s as if Dilbert’s anxiety spreads through the 
crowd. Those waiting to board the ship begin to lose their patience. 
Hullabaloo breaks out. Somewhere at the back of the crowd a baby begins 
to wail. At the same time, a young boy bolts through the throng, crashing 
into passengers’ luggage. His mother loops around the waiting tourists, 
chasing him. People begin bickering.
 This sudden hubbub steals the Fieldjoys’ attention, so Dilbert howls 
even louder.
  H-OOOOO-WL!
 “Hush, Dilbert,” Mrs. Fieldjoy scolds.
  “Yea, keep it down,” the polished man with the white case demands 
with a teacher-like voice; he then turns and flashes a sympathetic look at 
the Fieldjoys.
 “Ooh, is someone sad?” the earring-in-the-eyebrow lady adds while 
looking at Dilbert, giving him one of those cute, pouting expressions where 
she sticks out her bottom lip and makes her eyes all sad looking. Ugh! 
Dilbert hates that look people give; it’s another you’re-too-cute-to-take-
seriously look.
 Dilbert leans in at the earring-in-the-eyebrow lady and really gives it 
to her, “HOOWWLL!”
 The looped-brow lady backs away, her blue eyes widening with 
alarm.
 Ha! There’s the clue, Dilbert realizes. Her eyes are blue like Mrs. 
Fieldjoy’s blue-moon suitcase. As far as Dilbert is concerned those blue-
moon eyes of hers give her dark side away.
 “Grrrrrrr… ” Dilbert curls his lip upward to reveal his sharp teeth, 
letting these rubber-stamped people know they’re dealing with a serious 
character who has a serious bite.
 “Dilbert! Stop!?” Mr. Fieldjoy says, pulling back again on Dilbert’s 
leash.
 “He’s never behaved like this before… ” Mrs. Fieldjoy’s forehead 
crinkles as she peers at Dilbert. She then eyes the rubber-stamped people 
as if she’s trying to look through their skin.
 The suited man waiting beside them speaks up, “Dogs that size aren’t 
allowed on board; you should remove the dog from the boarding line,” he 
says matter of factly; he shows no emotion—his voice is as cold as steel. 
He doesn’t even look at them when he speaks, just kind of aims his lips off 
to the side in the Fieldjoys’ direction. While speaking, he straightens his 
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sunglasses on his nose with one hand while continuing to clutch his white 
case with the other.
 Dilbert doesn’t care for the man’s steely attitude, professional or not. 
He’s hindering his investigation. Apparently, even FBI agents don’t realize 
the importance of Dilbert’s detecting work. Detective Dilbert studies the 
suited man more closely. Quickly, he takes in the facts; he turns the facts 
left, right, and upside down in his mind. He looks for any hidden pockets of 
data—like Mrs. Fieldjoy when she’s shopping for a purse. But it’s difficult to 
get a read on the man—can’t see his eyes behind those shades of his. 
Plus, the guy doesn’t have much of a scent. Every time Dilbert tries to take 
a quick scent check on the guy, something blocks his intake. His printer 
must still be jammed up.
 “Woof. Woof,” Dilbert says to the steely suited man. The first woof 
tells him that he knows they’re FBI secret agents; the second woof explains 
that he too is a detective.
 “Keep quiet, Dilbert,” Mr. Fieldjoy says.
 The suited man’s business partner turns to speak to the Fieldjoys, 
“Oh, nothing to worry about,” he says. He’s so tall he can simply look over 
the steely man’s head. "Your dog’s probably upset because he detects the 
scent of my friend’s cat on our clothing; perhaps if you tightened your dog’s 
leash and moved to the opposite side of my friend here,” his voice reminds 
Dilbert of the smooth stones at the bottom of the creek back home.
 
 Dilbert allows one eye to analyze the tall, suited man, but he hasn’t 
forgotten the rubber-stamped people; he keeps his strongest eyeball glued 
to their every move. A good, talented, and skilled detective can do things 
like this. 
 The tall, suited man’s long and skinny body reminds Dilbert of a lizard 
that he likes chasing back at home. That rubbery-looking neck of his, those 
thin and barely-there lips, his long body—there’s just something lizardly 
about the guy. With his firm yet smooth and slippery-sounding voice, the 
guy’s like a galliwasp really, a long-bodied lizard that lives in slimy marshes.
 Are Galliwasp and Steely actually FBI agents? They look like FBI.
 Dilbert examines the two characters:
* Big sunglasses—check
* Nice, professional suits—check
* Important-looking equipment—check
* Serious expressions—check
 A weird sensation suddenly creeps into Dilbert. Sort of a cold, 
numbing feeling. And then a high-pitched whistle fills his ears. Dilbert looks 
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at the Fieldjoys; he looks at Isie and her parents—no one else seems to 
notice anything, no one else but him and… 
 “Aerrrraerrr… ” the fuzzy-faced midget dog in the lady’s purse begins 
to howl the same high-pitched tune. 
 Fatless Atlas must hear it too, Dilbert realizes. 
 The sound is painful. It’s enough to make one’s tail twirl. And then, all 
of a sudden, it stops. Dilbert looks at Fuzz Face; Fuzz Face looks at 
Dilbert. And then, the shrilling tone starts again. The tiny dog jumps to the 
bottom of the lady’s purse to hide. Dilbert points his snout in the direction of 
the galliwasp man, and when he does, his whiskers do the hokey pokey. 
His rolls of skin vibrate. Then, independent of Dilbert’s control, his tail lifts 
upward, higher, higher, and higher—until it's bent straight over his body and 
pointing right at the white, boxy case that the man is clutching. 
 What agents Steely and Galliwasp don’t know is that the case is 
leaking an invisible energy that, apparently, only dogs can sense. Unless—
that’s what the crowd’s bickering and commotion have been about, Dilbert 
ponders.
  The case-clutching man looks over at Dilbert and sees the dog’s tail 
that’s pointing directly at him; the last thing the galliwasp wants is for 
everyone to be staring at him. 
  “Tell you what, I’ll just move behind you, and you keep your dog 
where it is. You can board the ship before us,” the galliwasp seems jumpy.
  He starts to move away from the Fieldjoys and their dog. Suddenly, 
C-R-E-A-K…. B-A-N-G. The ship’s gangplank is lowered for the 
passengers to enter and the crowd stirs.
  “Ahoy,” a steward bellows through a loudspeaker. “It be boarding 
time, Mateys!” The ship’s steward who is wearing a pirate’s costume greets 
the passengers. “Kiss yer loved one’s goodbye and then make ‘em shove 
off, for weze be plungin’ arrrselves deep into adventure. And, hurry ye up, 
me doesn’t know how long me can speak in pirate language,” the ship’s 
crew member jokes; a few people smile.
  Mr. Fieldjoy reaches down and pats Dilbert on the head. “Be good, 
old boy; we’ll see you soon,” he waves goodbye as the line moves. Dilbert’s 
heart begins to race. 
 I must get on that ship; I must get on that ship; I don’t care what those 
FBI agents say; I must protect the Fieldjoys from those rubber stamped 
people. I must get on that ship. But how? 
 The passenger line pushes forward; Mr. Fieldjoy hands Dilbert’s leash 
to Isie. 
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 “Bye! Thanks for taking Dilbert!” The Fieldjoys wave goodbye to their 
family.
 “Have a good time!” the family hollers back. Mrs. Fieldjoy blows a kiss 
as they shuffle forward. Dilbert watches as the passengers excitedly rush 
aboard. Soon, the Fieldjoys are out of his sight. The passenger line gets 
shorter. Dilbert’s muscles stiffen. 
  “Let’s wait and see if we spot them on deck,” Isie’s mother says. 
Only a short line of passengers left to board; soon the gang plank will 
close. Dilbert starts to lose hope, and his heart begins to fold and sag just 
like his skin. Deep in his bones and in the crevices of his saggy skin rolls, 
he senses that the Fieldjoys are venturing toward danger. 
 “There they are!” Isie squeals and begins waving.
 Dilbert spies the Fieldjoys standing on the galleon’s deck. They must 
not see them—they’re not waving back. Just then, Dilbert’s expert eyes 
catch sight of the rubber-stamped people with their poofy outfits, their 
earring-in-the-eyebrow thingamajigs, their crazy, ropey hairdos, and that 
ridiculous beard the one lady has.
 Talk about standing out in a crowd; those inky drawings make them 
look like living doodle pads. What a stupid disguise; it makes everyone 
stare at them—exactly the opposite of what criminals usually want, Dilbert 
thinks. 
 The two ink-covered people are on the ship’s deck looking back at 
the dock, but instead of waving like the other passengers—they’re just 
standing there, staring at him—Dilbert—now they’re pointing at him! At 
least it looks like they are. Dilbert’s tongue hangs from his droopy face; he’s 
panting; his tail is jerking side to side. What will he do? He’s got to get on 
board. It’s his duty. The Fieldjoys need him.
 Then it happens—his break. When Isie begins to blow kisses to her 
grandparents, she accidentally loosens her grip on Dilbert’s leash. 
 This is it! This is my chance! Dilbert realizes. 
 A sudden, power surges through his body. Dilbert springs toward 
freedom. Everybody lunges forward to catch him, but it’s hopeless. He’s a 
cannonball flying through the air, speeding toward the ship. 
 “YAHOOEEEE! Oh the freedom!” Dilbert squeals as he rockets 
through the air.  

***************************************************** 

 “Huhum, excuse me.”
 Dilbert?
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 “Indeed.”
 Dilbert, you cannot just cut into the story whenever you please.
 “I am not pleased.”
 Dilbert, I am the narrator.
 “And I am the rater of the narrator, and my built-in fact checking 
system is not giving your
  accuracy a high rating.”
 I see. Which microscopic element of the story is causing this low 
rating might I ask?
 “I did not in fact yell ‘YAHOOEEEE.’ I would not and have never.”
 (Well, you should have.)
 “Pardon?”
 I said that I take it you are too professional for such an expression; 
am
 I accurate?
 “Indeed.”
 So, I am accurate? May I get that in writing?
 “I believe you just did.”
 Oh yea, right. May I proceed in telling the story now?
 “You may indeed.”
 Thank you ever so much. 

***************************************************** 

 Back to Dilbert’s escape—he rockets with such speed that the loose 
skin on all four cheeks (yes, four) is flapping this way and that. To intensify 
his speed, he pulls his chin to his chest. WHISHSHSH… He flies past a tall 
man, his extra skin slapping him in the face. (He later apologizes.)
 He’s speeding… speeding… speeding… He whips around the lady 
with the crying baby, zooms over a man’s balding head—leaving skid 
marks. Yikes! The ship's gangplank is starting to close. Will he make it?! 
With all his might, he leaps to the edge of the closing gangplank, crouching 
to squeeze through the remaining small opening. Will the steward stop 
him? 
 Just as Dilbert is about to enter the ship and just as the last 
passenger holds out his ticket to the steward, that fuzzy faced midget of a 
dog leans out that earring-in-the-eyebrow lady’s purse; the wimpy dog 
snatches the ticket between its teeth. The steward and the little dog are so 
busy playing tug-a-war with the ticket that the steward and rubber-stamped 
people hardly notice the flying dog. SWISH! Dilbert is just a blurry vision 
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that zips past them. Because of the hubbub, Dilbert zips out of sight before 
anyone on deck realizes what’s happened.
 B-A-N-G! The gangplank is closed. Dilbert’s on board! 
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